February 2018 Editorial
The scandals in the lives of International NGO’s
The endemic disease which is found in the political life of many cities around the world,
where bribery, robbery, misappropriate use of funds and many other evil acts which are
practiced by the people and not communicated by others, although being spoken by others in
their own private community, this alerted big Humanitarian Organizations. There is no need
to hide under the sunlight, because sooner or later the truth will arise.
This is what happened in the emergency programs in Haiti and elsewhere in the world. How
can a humanitarian program leader, fall and perform such dirty actions, which is better not to
be mentioned? How can a person, in the name of charity, take advantage of poor people and
helpless?
Even the poor people, to simply get a peace of bread or a peace of cloth to wear as clothing,
accept all and are covered by the silence of the attitudes that are neither of a beast, but these
are only acts of human beings distorted of their essence of human!
This has happened, and it can still happen! This is an ALERT to EVERYONE!
I believe we should periodically, if not every day, renew our commitment as leaders of the
donor funds, as a result of the collection of intentions to support the poor people, because
leaders who are honest are chosen to be intermediaries of these services.
This concept of leadership has to be recognized by everyone, National and provincial
Directions, Head of Department, Technicians, Logistics, Secretaries, Securities etc. This
applies to everyone with their own professions, should bring before the Mozambican Society
the name of one institutions that for 34 years has been tarnished by these nameless acts!
The concept of service, if it is not pure and disinterested, it is discovered as such and the
dignity of the poor, will sooner or later be discovered and will be rejected by all! In this you
need to know how to give up services done poorly and leave them behind.
“ Making a leap in the political arena, these days the President of South Africa resigned, or
was forced to do so in February 2018 for the scandals caused. But how long did it take, how
many funds were spent, how many courts were involved in cases such as so. Instead of giving
attention to more important problems, such as, drought and lack of drinkable water in one of
the richest cities, Cape Town! He robbed, diverted funds and appropriated goods that were
not the fruits of his labor. It should have been understood right away that the place that was
occupied was no longer their though they had been chosen by his Party. It tainted itself, how
to continue to represent a Great Nation, with this said, they should have left immediately! So
much time was waisted and it makes us think, will Mozambican lives be affected? We expect
it will!”
Going back to our SERVICES, to our engagements with the social services, in each
delegation we are a team, showing the we are a cohesive group, engaged even though

mistakes occur, it must be assumed by all, such as, if there is a good attainment, everything
must be manifested and ready to replicate within the communities.

